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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The development of electrolysis technology for highly tritiated water at the

Studiecentrum voor Kernenergie/Centre d'Etude de l'Energie Nucleaire (SCK/CEN),

Mol, Belgium, focused on A Low Inventory Capillary Electrolyser (ALICE). The key

characteristic of ALICE is its low liquid inventory, a key feature for the radio-toxicity of

tritiated water. A program to test this electrolytic cell design with highly tritiated water

in the Chalk River Tritium Laboratory was initiated in 1988 and extended through to

early 1995. The experimental system installed in the Laboratory was designed to test the

performance of the cell with up to 37 TBq/mL in long-duration test campaigns. Owing to

funding constraints and continuing system development requirements, the program did

not include operation with tritium as was originally intended. The activities conducted at

CRL and associated with the experimental program—design, installation, licensing and

commissioning activities—are described in this report along with the results of the test

program conducted on the experimental system with non-tritiated heavy water.

The installation in the CRL Tritium Laboratory consisted of three main sections: the

electrolysis section, the tritium storage and supply section, and the recombination section.

Infrastructure items for tritium handling, such as an inert atmosphere glove box, tritium

analysis and monitoring, emergency clean-up systems and laboratory safety approvals,

were also necessary components of the installation required to test the cell with tritium.

The design, installation and testing activities included the following:

- design and construction of the recombiner loop,

- design and construction of the tritium supply and measurement systems,

- glove-box modifications,

- safety/licensing approval of the installation and the planned test program,

- installation of the cell system in the glove box,

- commissioning of the complete system, and

- system operation.



The test program that was conducted can be divided into three phases. In the Phase I test

period, the operation of the cell was very unstable. Pressure instabilities caused by a drift

in the signal of the pressure transducers resulted in flooding of the cell rather than

capillary operation. This eventually led to localized electrolytic dissolution of the

Incoloy material in the cell cover. The electrical path was modified to eliminate this

cause, and the cell repaired for continuation of testing with non-tritiated water. The

SCK/CEN fabricated a new cell for the planned tritium test phase. The cell design was

modified slightly to make it less vulnerable in case of flooding; changes were made to

reduce the current leakage from the anode to the cell body to minimize the levels of D,

cross-contamination in the O2; the operating voltage was decreased by increasing the

wetting of the electrodes and the porosity of the gas separator; and start-up conditions

were tested and modified to provide a stable operation more quickly after startup.

The final test program was limited to a -300 h of operation. A number of system

operational problems limited continuous-run testing during this period but the

performance of the cell itself was satisfactory to the cell designers. The design

throughput of 100 mL/day was achieved with satisfactory operating conditions of 12 A at

4.8 V, and a cell temperature of 10°C. In addition to the testing of the prototype

electrolysis cell itself, the test program allowed the performance of many auxiliary

components in the closed-loop installation to be assessed for their use in a plant

installation based on this technology. Pressure control, liquid-level control, material

selection, and control of the potential of the cell body were found to be critical in

achieving long-duration operation of the cell at the design specification.

Although the system was not tested with tritium, the project involved the development of

a tritium-compatible design and an acceptable tritium-handling infrastructure. This

experience, and that gained from the operation of the closed-loop system, can be applied

to future system designs for handling highly tritiated water.



1. INTRODUCTION

An electrolytic cell had been designed at the Belgian state nuclear research laboratories,

Studiecentrum voor Kernenergie/Centre d'Etude de l'Energie Nucleaire (SCK/CEN),

Mol, Belgium. After discussions involving representatives from MOL, the Canadian

Fusion Fuels Technology Project (CFFTP), and AECL Chalk River Laboratories (CRL),

a program was initiated in 1988 to test this cell using highly tritiated water. At that time,

work on the cell development had reached the stage where it was ready for testing with

highly tritiated heavy water. The experimental system installed in the CRL Tritium

Laboratory was designed to test the performance of a cell having a feed water of a

maximum activity of 37 TBq/mL in long-duration test campaigns.

The fusion fuel cycle in a D-T fusion reactor is expected to produce a number of tritiated

impurities including tritiated water. Various technologies for tritium recovery from these

impurities have been proposed (e.g., catalytic exchange, condensation, oxidation,

consumable metal beds), and have undergone or are continuing to undergo various stages

of development. Of the technologies proposed for tritium recovery from highly tritiated

water, three different approaches to water electrolysis were pursued by international

groups:

- a low-inventory, capillary cell with H2SO4 as the electrolyte ;

- a cell based on a Pd-Ag cathode permeator with NaOH as the electrolyte ; and

- a ceramic electrolysis cell employing a zirconia ceramic electrode .

The development of electrolysis technology for highly tritiated water by SCK/CEN

focused on A Low Inventory Capillary Electrolyser (ALICE). A key characteristic of

ALICE is its low liquid inventory, a key feature because of the radio-toxicity of tritiated

water. In ALICE, the liquid inventory is limited to a vertical porous gas separator, which

is wetted by capillarity. This latter aspect of the design eliminates the need for a leak-

tight pump compatible with highly tritiated water. Details of the invention and

development of the capillary electrolysis cell are given in references'1'4"6*.

On the basis of the development experience with mock-up cells and light water, a special

installation was designed for testing ALICE with highly tritiated heavy water; this design

took into account the special requirements for the safe handling of tritium, for example,

leak-tightness, radiolysis. materials compatibility, tritium inventory . An integrated



loop was designed that would allow recombination of the electrolytically produced gases

for in situ production of the tritiated water and that would minimize the tritium inventory

and limit the handling of this highly toxic material. The installation in the CRL Tritium

Laboratory consisted of three main sections:

- the electrolysis section,

- the tritium storage and supply section, and

- the recombination section.

Additionally, infrastructure items for tritium handling, such as an inert atmosphere glove

box, tritium analysis and monitoring, emergency clean-up systems and laboratory safety

approvals, were necessary components for testing the installation with tritium. As part of

the planned experimental program, the design, installation and testing activities at CRL

included the following:

- design and construction of the recombiner loop,

- design and construction of the tritium supply and measurement systems,

- glove-box modifications,

- safety/licensing approval of the installation and the planned test program,

- installation of the cell system in the glove box,

- commissioning of the complete system, and

- system operation.

Because of the radio toxicity of tritiated water, a step-wise program for testing the

electrolysis cell was developed, leading eventually to testing with the maximum specific

activity water (37 TBq/mL DTO; DTO means tritiated heavy water) and the maximum

system inventory (~3.7 PBq). This program included demonstrating the expected

performance of key components independently and testing various sections of the

proposed installation and infrastructure equipment prior to finalizing the design. Once

installed, a formal commissioning program was carried out, leading to verifying the

operation of the integrated loop with non-tritiated heavy water to meet the established

design and safety requirements.

Various modifications were carried out on instrumentation, components, the cell itself

and the operating procedures over the course of the commissioning and test programs.

The program did not include operation with tritium, as was originally intended, before it



was terminated because of funding constraints. This report describes the activities

conducted at CRL and associated with the experimental program—design, installation,

licensing and commissioning activities—and the results of the test program performed on

the installed system with non-tritiated heavy water, with emphasis on the performance of

the electrolysis cell.

2. SYSTEM DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION

2.1 Electrolysis Cell and Associated Equipment

Figure 1 shows a process flowchart of the process equipment supplied by SCK/CEN for

the test program at CRL. Figure 2 is a photograph of the equipment, without the glove

box installed around it. All details of the loop installation, built by SCK/CEN to

demonstrate long duration tests of ALICE with tritiated water of up to 37 TBq/mL, have
(8)

been incorporated into a General Technical File prepared by SCK/CEN. Only a

summary of the system design is provided here.

2.1.1 Capillary Electrolysis Cell

A cross-section of the capillary electrolysis cell is given in Figure 3. The all-welded

primary cell housing contains two platinum electrodes, which are separated by and in

contact with porous, moistened vitreous silica. This thin porous layer contains most of

the total liquid inventory of the cell. When soaked with liquid, it is gas-impermeable. It

divides the cell into two sections, avoiding cross-contamination between the

electrolytically produced elemental tritium and oxygen. The tritiated water is fed by

capillary action through a small horizontal feed channel at the bottom of the vitreous

silica. The primary cell housing and all other wetted surfaces, except for the electrodes

and some ceramic parts, are constructed from Incoloy 825 for compatibility with the

sulphuric acid electrolyte. Water-cooled thermo-electric heat pumps are installed outside

primary containment to provide temperature control for the cell; the average working

temperature may be lowered to <5°C. to reduce radiolytic effects and corrosion risks as

well as to limit the tritiated water vapour in the outlet gases. Very sensitive pressure

transducers are mounted in the liquid feed line and in the gas outlet tubes. The

electrolysis cell system and two small liquid supply and level-control tanks are enclosed

in a welded secondary containment (see Figure 4). Appropriate dc sources are provided

for the cell and the heat pumps.
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Figure 1: Process flow chart—Piping and instrumentation diagram
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#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Description
Cell housinq-first barrier
Separator
Spacer
Electrode
Pre-electrode
Rear electrode plate
Insulator

#
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Description
Separator frame
Separator frame
Cover first barrier
Cover first barrier
Screw
Heat exchanqer bottom
Heat exchanger bottom

#
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

Description
Screw & sprinq lock washer
Thermocouple passaqe
Protection cap
Thermocouple
Thermo-elecctric heat pumps
Heat exchanqer cover
Refriqerant tubinq

Figure 3: Cross section of the electrolytic cell (Reproduced from a portion of SCK7CEN
drawing #F5040 46125A)



Figure 4. Photograph of the secondary containment containing the cell
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Before designing the prototype cell for testing with highly tritiated water, the SCK/CEN

developers used various mock-up cells to do an extensive study of how the capillary

electrolysis cell works. As electrolysis proceeds, the decomposed water is continuously

replaced by capillarity, which forces the acid solution to rise within the porous vitreous

silica. Because only a trace amount of acid escapes from the porous layer, the acid tends to

accumulate at the top of the gas separator. A steady-state concentration profile and a

stable cell voltage at constant current density and temperature are reached when a

sufficient amount of acid can flow back towards the bottom of the separator by diffusion

and the electrode-liquid interface. Therefore, an acceptable set of values needs to be

chosen for the initial acid concentration, the void fraction of the vitreous silica, the
(4)

electrolysis current and the cell temperature. Moreover, the maximum cell voltage, and

thus also the maximum cell current and maximum throughput, are limited by the available

capacity for cooling of the cell and the higher corrosion risks at high cell voltage.

To demonstrate the suitability of low inventory, capillary electrolysis for highly tritiated

water, the prototype cell was designed and constructed to have a throughput of-100 mL

tritiated water per day, corresponding to a cell current of ~12 A, and a total volume of

process liquids of-20 mL. Based on the testing of the mock-up cells, as described

above, and the testing carried out with the prototype cell in this installation, the final

accepted operating conditions for the prototype cell were 4.8 V at 10°C with 30 wt % (as

added) sulphuric acid.

2.1.2 Electrolysis Peripheral Equipment

To test the prototype cell with tritiated water, the installation required a number of

peripheral systems necessary for the proper functioning of the cell: a tritiated water feed

system, a purge system for the feed channel, and gas purification units. In addition,

instrumentation and control systems were provided. Figure 5 gives a simplified

schematic of the electrolysis system components and those in the recombiner loop. The

volume of process liquids within the cell is -20 mL, whereas the total volume of liquid in

process within the support system, as constructed, around the cell was determined to be

-80 mL, split between the tanks and the associated tubing.

The design of the tritiated water feed and dump system avoided use of any pump and

relied on gravity and the use of interconnected vessels. A series of four tanks, all made

of Incoloy 825. with temperature sensors and thermo-electric heat pumps is used to feed
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Figure 5: Simplified schematic showing major components
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liquid to the cell and remove it if necessary (see Figure 5). Two intermediate feed tanks

(RL2, RL3 in Figure 5) are located inside the secondary containment housing the cell and

are connected with the ends of the horizontal feed channel at the bottom of the gas

separator. A level sensor in RL2 tank controls the outlet valve of the feed tank, RL1,

located above the cell. Feed tank RL1 is used to feed liquid to the cell, through the

intermediate RL2 tank. The second intermediate tank, RL3, is connected with the dump

tank, RL4, which can be used to remove the liquid from the cell if necessary. Self-

radiolysis of the liquid could interfere with the capillary feed to the cell by the formation

and accumulation of gas in the feed channel at the bottom of the gas separator. The

purpose of the intermediate transfer tanks, RL2 and RL3, is to allow a means of purging

this feed channel and removing any gas bubbles without interrupting the electrolysis.

These transfer tanks can be configured and operated such that one gas volume is heated

while the other is cooled down, with the resulting pressure difference forcing several

millilitres of liquid from one tank to the other through the feed channel, purging it of any

gas bubbles. The tanks were greatly oversized to allow for radiolysis without substantial

buildup of pressure.

Good pressure control is necessary for the operation of the capillary electrolysis cell and
its feed system. The pressure of the generated D2 and O2 gases is automatically

controlled to the same level since a pressure difference would cause instabilities in the

cell operation. The difference between the average gas pressure and the liquid pressure is

also required to be small. Because the pressure control system is critical to the successful

operation of the prototype cell, a discussion of our operational experience with the

installed system is given in Section 5.

Despite the low working temperature of the cell and the use of sulphuric acid, the

electrolytically produced gases are relatively pure but they still contain some traces of

acid in the form of mist and SO3' and of tritiated water. A gas purification system was

developed and included in the installation (see Figures 1 and 5). The first purification

unit in-line is a regenerable cold trap, cooled with thermoelectric heat pumps, which

reduce the dew point of the gases to ~30°C. To avoid blockage of the gas lines, the inlet

temperatures of the cold traps are measured and kept at ~5°C by a resistance heater and

temperature controller. This unit is followed by a combination of a demister and

chemical reactor, which remove the traces of acid and further lowers the dew point of the

gases.
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Operational control of the installation was designed to include both manual activities and

automatic (computer) control. Some activities, for example, initial startup, normal

startup, regeneration of the cold traps and purging of the feed channel, are manual and are

conducted according to specified procedures. Normal operation of the system was

designed to be largely automatic. The control computer continuously monitors the main

parameters—pressures, liquid levels, temperatures, cell voltage, cell current, valve

positions, tritium levels—and it controls the more critical ones—gas pressure, liquid level

of the RL2 and RL3 tanks, pressure of the feed tanks, inlet temperature of the cold

traps—to maintain the correct operating conditions. Out-of-tolerance values give rise to

specific alarms and the installation can be put in standby position while still under

computer control. In the case of computer failure, stand-alone controllers can take over

these functions. The controllers can be selectively overridden by manual operator control

if necessary. Operator control is also used for the "fixed" parameters such as cell current,

maximum cell voltage and the currents for the thermoelectric heat pumps. Computer

outputs, and independent indicators and alarms are available for all the measured

parameters. The electrolysis section operates at <5 kPa above atmospheric pressure.

The electrolysis section was completely welded, except for some Cajon VCR®

couplings. Bellows-type valves were selected for the process. Tubing, tube fittings,

valves, sensors, tanks, etc. were constructed, where necessary, of materials that resist the

corrosive action of tritiated sulphuric acid. The secondary containments used to house

the main components of the electrolysis section were welded to provide the necessary

leaktightness, and specially constructed feedthroughs were used for piping and electrical

connections through the containment to maintain its high integrity. All secondary

containment vessels were constructed to be individually purged with an inert gas. Each

containment was fitted with a tritium monitor (ionization chamber-type) to indicate any

loss of integrity of the primary components.

2.2 Recombiner Loop

Figure 5 shows the recombiner loop integrated with the cell in a simplified schematic of

the system and a more detailed schematic of the recombiner loop is given in Figure 6.

The recombiner loop was designed and built at CRL. It was constructed of nominal

9.5-mm stainless steel tubing, and all the connections were made using Cajon VCR®

Cajon VCR® is a registered trademark of the Swagelok Co.
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fittings with the exception of the catalyst module, which was installed with nominal

25.4-mm Swagelok® fittings. The loop is filled with oxygen as the carrier gas to

-106 kPa, and a metal-bellows pump is used to circulate the gas at approximately

600 - 800 L/h. The D2 and O2 from the cell enter the loop on the low-pressure side and

are carried to the catalyst bed where recombination takes place. The D2O vapour is then

carried to the condenser where the gas stream is cooled and the vapour converted to
liquid D2O. The liquid D2O is removed from the gas stream in the separator, which

drains into the RL1 tank. Provisions were made on the recombiner loop to allow for gas

chromatographic analysis of the gas composition. Loop pressure is continuously

monitored and any problems with the operation of the loop, such as failure of the

recombiner catalyst or improper feed of either the O2 or D2 gas streams, can be detected

by a change in pressure.

Condenser — Different designs of condensers were used in the commissioning of the

loop and during the test program to try to improve the condensation of the liquid. The

original condenser consisted of a coiled piece of nominal 9.5-mm stainless steel tubing,

approximately 3 m long, using air to cool the gas. This was replaced by a shell-and-tube

type condenser consisting of a straight piece of nominal 9.5-mm stainless steel tubing,

0.3 m in length, with a water jacket. This was later replaced by 6.5 m of nominal 6-mm

tubing coiled in a water jacket. The water to the jacket was maintained at 6°C using a

recirculating chiller.

Catalyst Bed — Two different designs of catalyst bed were used in the recombiner loop

to try to improve the operating efficiency of the loop. In both designs, one an ordered

bed and the other a random-packed bed, AECL's wet-proofed catalyst was used. The

original ordered catalyst bed was placed in an ~160-mm long length of nominal 25.4-mm

stainless steel tubing. The random bed catalyst was packed into a 300-mL sample

cylinder. Both beds were operated at 100°C and a recombination efficiency of >99%

was achieved. The second unit, the random-packed bed, was installed because of

concerns for the halide content in the original catalyst and possible detrimental effects on

corrosion in the cell system. However, during the testing of the integrated loop, the

random-packed bed resulted in a much higher pressure drop and, therefore, was replaced

with the ordered-bed unit to reduce the pressure drop in this region of the recombiner

loop.

:Swagelok® is a registered trademark of the Swagelok Co.
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O2 Feed From Cell D2 Feed From Cell

Figure 6: Recombiner loop schematic including location of gas analysis

Gas Analysis Techniques

Apart from the parameters associated with the operation of the electrolysis cell, described
above, it was necessary to measure the cross-contamination of the DT and O, gas streams

to confirm acceptable purity levels and, hence, acceptable cell operation. Because of the

expected high tritium concentrations in the system, it was desirable to have a flow-

through analysis system that did not require the removal of any gas from the system.

Thermistor-based combustible gas analyzers were tested and appeared to be suitable.

These analyzers consist of a matched pair of elements, one of which is an active catalytic

detector and the other, a non-active compensating element. These two elements were

connected in a Wheatstone bridge circuit where the heat of oxidation on the catalytic

element is accurately measured. The analysis system was designed to meet the initial

specifications for cross-contamination, that is, <300 vppm3 O., in the D-, and <800 vppm

' I vppm= 1O"VL L
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D, in the 0 2 gas streams, and it was assumed that the levels would be <1000 vppm.

When the cell was operated, however, the detectors immediately failed. Gas
chromatographic analysis determined that the actual O2 and D2 concentrations in the gas

streams were as high as 10%. This caused the catalyst-coated thermistor to oxidize. No

suitable, simple on-line analysis method was quickly available (thermal conductivity

techniques were identified, but their suitability needed to be confirmed), and it was

decided that routine sampling of the gas streams would be adequate. Two methods of

analysis were developed, one for D2O only and one for tests with tritium. During testing

with non-tritiated D,O, a gas chromatograph was used for analyzing both gas streams,

and accurate results were achieved within ~5 minutes. However, this technique was not

considered to be acceptable when operating with tritium because it consumes about 0.5

mL of gas for each analysis, and the analysis must take place outside of the glove box.

An analysis system based on a quadrupole Residual Gas Analyzer (RGA) was developed

for use during tritium testing. A small ion pump was selected for the RGA pumping

system to collect and confine the small quantity of gas that had to be removed from the

system (and the glove box) for the analysis. Acceptable impurity levels were finalized to

be <1000 vppm D2 in O2 and <3000 vppm O2 in D2.

A sampling system was also installed in the recombiner loop for gas chromatographic

measurement of the D2 concentration in the loop (see Figure 6), to provide data on the

efficiency of the loop and to help ensure there were no safety concerns (e.g., « 4 % D2 in

O2). To measure the hydrogen isotope composition of the DT from the cell during

operation with tritium, a special hydrogen isotope gas chromatograph was installed. This
(9)

would allow information on the separation factor of the cell to be obtained.

3. OPERATIONS REQUIREMENTS

3.1 System Installation

A schematic layout of the complete experimental system installed in the CRL Tritium

Laboratory is given in Figure 7. The electrolysis cell system and recombiner loop, as

described in the previous section, were installed in an (available) inert atmosphere glove

box located in the CRL Tritium Laboratory. Modifications were necessary to the

glove box to accommodate the electrolysis cell system as assembled by SCK/CEN; two

extensions, in the top and bottom of the centre section of the box. were added. The top
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Figure 7: Schematic of the installation in the CRL Tritium Laboratory
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extension accommodated the demisters and cold traps, and the bottom one

accommodated the size and downward positioning of the dump tank RL4. A second

existing glove box housing a Tritium Handling Apparatus and tritium storage beds was to

be used for the tritium supply and storage system for this experiment. The Tritium

Handling Apparatus would allow accurate measurement of aliquots of tritium for the test

program and control of the tritium inventory. A doubly contained transfer line was

designed and installed to allow tritium to be transferred from this storage and

supply/recovery system to the glove box containing the electrolysis cell.

Both glove boxes to be used for the experiment had a controlled argon atmosphere to

allow recovery of any tritium released from the experimental system. In these glove

boxes, the argon was circulated through the box and passed through a metal getter-based

purification system that removes tritium, tritium oxide and oxygen. The argon in the box

was maintained at a slight positive pressure of 125-325 Pa. Pressure control was

automatic, controlling the addition and venting of gas from the box. Because of the large

tritium inventory (3.7 PBq) planned to be used, an auxiliary system was added on the

vent line from the glove box containing the cell in the event of an unanticipated major

tritium release to the box. A high tritium signal in the box atmosphere would redirect the

vent line from the exhaust stack to an evacuated tank for temporary collection of the

vented atmosphere. The tritium-contaminated gas collected in the tank would then be

cycled through catalyst and molecular-sieve beds to remove the tritium prior to venting.

Improvements were also made to the monitoring system of the cell glove box to make it a

stand-alone system from the Tritium Handling Glove Box, and to improve the detection

of, and response to, abnormal situations.

3.2 Safety Approval

A detailed safety analysis of the proposed installation and test program was carried out

(C.F. Pensom, unpublished data, 1991). This was required not only to demonstrate

adequate safety measures were being applied to the proposed experiment but also to

obtain approval for an increased tritium inventory in the CRL Tritium Laboratory. At the

time this project was initiated, the inventory limit in the Laboratory was 0.74 PBq in the

hydrogen form (T2, HT); execution of the planned test program required approval for a

tritium inventory of 3.7 PBq in the Laboratory. Approval was also needed for work with

high specific activity tritiated oxide (DTO).
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The Safety Analysis Report (C.F. Pensom, unpublished data, 1991) prepared for this

project details the safety objectives, the engineered safety, project quality assurance,

experimental system design, radiological hazards review, and the commissioning and

operating programs. The overall safety analysis involved:

- review of design and construction techniques,

- confirmation of the choice of materials and components for construction,

- review of operational and emergency procedures (specific to the installation and

general for the CRL Tritium Laboratory), and

- performance of Failure Modes and Effects Analysis, a formal methodology used to

assess the failure mode of each significant component and its consequences.

Operational safety was reviewed in detail by assessing the built-in safeguards included in

the design approach and the general defenses associated with the Laboratory procedures

and equipment already in existence. Accident scenarios and their resulting hazards were

identified. Based on the available information, it was concluded that adequate safety

aspects of the installation, both in terms of its construction and its operation, could be

demonstrated, and approval in principle was received to proceed. (As is standard

practice, the intent was to update the Safety Analysis Report with the commissioning

results and receive final approval for proceeding with tritium testing. This was

unnecessary due to the decision not to proceed with tritium tests.)

To help meet the safety objectives of the program, a detailed quality assurance plan was

prepared to assure all stakeholders that the experimental test loop was commissioned to

an approved program, safe to operate, and would be operated to approved procedures.

The plan defined the activities necessary to procure the materials, to construct, to

commission, to operate, and to decommission the test loop. It also provided guidelines

for the control of changes and revisions to equipment and operating procedures.

3.3 Commissioning Activities

After installation of the integrated test loop—consisting of the electrolysis cell assembly

and peripheral equipment supplied by SCK/CEN and the recombiner loop supplied by

CRL—a commissioning plan was prepared to cover all of the activities associated with

the installation prior to introducing tritium. An approved and completed commissioning
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plan was a prerequisite to obtaining safety approval for operation with tritium.

Commissioning was originally divided into four stages:

1. Pre-commissioning — to include final leak-checking, wiring and electrical checks,

and flow-path verification;

2. Commissioning of the cell assembly — to verify operation of the cell and the

documented operating procedures, as determined during the mock-up cell testing at

SCK/CEN;

3. Commissioning of the recombiner loop — to verify operation of the recombiner loop

and the documented operating procedures, as determined during component testing at

CRL; and

4. Commissioning of the closed loop — to operate the cell and recombiner loop as a

closed loop and verify all procedures for both normal and off-normal operation.

Detailed procedures were developed for all pre-commissioning activities. Electrical and

instrumentation checks included verifying both manual and computer-controlled

operation, and signal monitoring and alarm response. Commissioning of the cell

assembly included both the operation of the cell itself and also of the computer-control

system. Operating procedures were supplied by SCK/CEN for the cell assembly, and

general procedures were jointly developed with SCK/CEN for operation of the integrated

system—cell assembly and recombiner loop. These procedures were modified as the

commissioning program progressed, ultimately identifying the final operating conditions

and detailed procedures for activities such as introduction of the sulphuric acid, startup

and stoppage of the cell in the closed loop, and operation of the complete closed-loop

installation. Computer, automatic and manual control of the system were also verified

for both normal and off-normal cell operating conditions.

Commissioning identified the need for a number of technical modifications in essentially

all areas: instrumentation, electrical wiring, cell assembly, recombiner loop, and in the

planned operating procedures of closed loop. These were made on site and at SCK/CEN,

eventually achieving acceptable operation of the cell in the installed closed-loop

configuration at the design specification. The results of cell operation throughout the

period of commissioning are described in Section 5. The performance of other key

components in the installation is also described.
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3.4 Operating Procedures

Operating requirements and procedures were defined and developed for individual

components of the various sub-systems in the installation and for operation of the fully

integrated closed-loop system. The SCK/CEN provided those for the operation of

various individual components (e.g., automatic valves, thermoelectric heat pumps, cell,

cold traps, swamping system) of the cell assembly and for the proposed operation of the

closed loop. Operating procedures for the recombiner loop, infrastructure equipment

(e.g., glove-box systems), tritium supply, maintenance, and decommissioning were then

developed to meet both safety approval and operating performance requirements. During

the commissioning period, some optimization of the detailed procedures was required to

meet the specified operating requirements but the general operating philosophy envisaged

for the experimental system proved to be satisfactory.

The operating requirements and procedures developed for the tritium supply/recovery

system, glove box emergency clean-up system, maintenance and decommissioning were

not verified during the commissioning program because of the decision not to proceed

with tritium testing. Because of the important safety implications that these procedures

have in operating with highly tritiated water, they are recorded in this report to document

the issues addressed in developing them to meet the needs of the safety and operational

requirements of the experiment.

3.4.1 Tritium Supply/Recovery

The tritium inventory required for the planned test program (-3.7 PBq) was to be held on

uranium storage beds in the Tritium Handling Glove Box located in the Laboratory. The

transfer from the storage beds to the cell system would be through a doubly contained

line which would connect the Tritium Handling Apparatus and the storage beds in the

Tritium Handling Glove Box with the recombiner loop in the cell test glove box. The

total gas volume, isotopic composition and total tritium could be determined on the

Tritium Handling Apparatus. To proceed through the step-wise addition of tritium and to

maintain the liquid level in the cell system, a predetermined amount of gas would be

recovered from the DT line and returned to the Tritium Handling Apparatus. Additional

T-, would then be supplied to the recombiner system to increase the activity of the liquid

in the cell as required. The analyses performed on the tritium-handling apparatus of the

gas being recovered from the cell system and on that being supplied to it would provide
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the necessary information for the total tritium inventory in the cell system and inventory

control.

3.4.2 Maintenance

Detailed maintenance and decommissioning activities were planned to help to ensure

that appropriate actions could, and would, be taken in the case of an abnormal event

during operation or during decommissioning. In the recombiner loop, a failure of the

metal-bellows pump or of the catalyst module were deemed to be the most likely. The

cell system design included the flexibility to remove and replace the major components

with the cell canister itself caused by cell failure or the demister/cold trap canister caused

by inefficiency of these units. The possibility of leakage into the secondary containment

canisters was also envisaged and monitoring and maintenance methods developed. A

summary of the maintenance procedures developed follows, as they were a key

component of planning for tritium operations.

Recombiner Loop — Prior to breaking any connections, purging of the loop would be

necessary to avoid any contact with high specific activity water droplets, which could be

present. With trace heating applied to the loop, at ~100°C, the system could be purged

with an inert gas, for example, argon, and the recovered tritiated water collected on a

molecular-sieve bed. Purging would be followed by isotopic swamping with D r The

connection could then be undone with extreme caution, while observing any liquid water

around the fitting and monitoring the glove-box tritium concentration. All open loop

connections and those on the component that was being removed would be capped as

soon as possible after opening, to limit potential contact with the highly tritiated materials

and release of tritium. If the failure resulted in a breach of containment (e.g., bellows

failure in the pump), isotopic swamping could not be carried out with the D2 purge, as

described above, but rather the area around the connection would have to be washed with

a wet cotton swab or towel prior to any handling for removal.

Cell Canister Removal — Similar precautionary procedures of isotopic swamping and

limited contact with high specific activity tritium were developed for removal of the cell

canister, if the cell were to fail. The highly tritiated water would be downgraded from

flushing with non-tritiated D2O but this was deemed unavoidable as a connection should

not be broken with the high possibility of coming into contact with a drop of tritiated

water at the maximum specific activity. The water in the cell and in the RL2 and RL3
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tanks would be drained into RL4, followed by rinsing with -400 mL D2O through a

connection installed for this purpose. Because of the limited volume of the RL4 tank

(<500 mL), procedures were developed to attach two heavy-water drums to the system
4

and to continue to flush the cell system with tritium-free D2O until a dilution of-10 was

achieved, that is, 3.7 GBq/mL, collecting the diluted water in these drums. If a

replacement cell was not available immediately, RL1 would also have to be drained. In

this case, an appropriate connection would have to be broken, following the same general

cautionary procedures given above to help ensure that no high specific activity water

droplets are in the area of the connection prior to breaking it. It was proposed to

simultaneously heat the piping above the connection and cool a small section of the pipe

below the connection to encourage liquid water to hold up in a region away from the

connection. Similar to the other components, the RL1 tank would be emptied of highly

tritiated water by dilution with D2O. The cell canister could then be removed.

Cold Trap/Demister Canister — Removal of this canister includes breaking a connection

that is in a line used to drain the regenerated, highly tritiated water from the cold trap to

the RL1 feed tank, so that similar procedures to the above were developed to limit the

possibility of coming into contact with a drop of liquid water, that is, heating and cooling

appropriate sections of the piping to draw liquid water away from the connection. The

various connections could then be broken and capped, and the installed mechanical tube

crushers used to seal the main process lines.

Leak into Secondary Containment — All secondary' containment atmospheres were to be

monitored with an individual tritium monitor (small ionization chamber) to indicate a

breach of the primary containment. The concentration of tritium in the secondary

containment would indicate the extent of the breach of the primary containment and help

assess whether cell operation could be continued. All secondary containments included

an inlet and outlet connection for gas purging, if necessary, but this (Ar) gas purging

system was used continuously as a method of maintaining a controlled atmosphere for

balancing the reference side of the pressure transducers used in the cell system. For

recovery of the tritium in the event of a leak, the Ar outlet line was to be connected to a

small getter bed to crack the recovered tritiated water vapour, and then to a uranium

tritium recovery bed in the tritium supply system. Magnesium was to be added to the

secondary containment of the cell to allow recovery' of the tritium from DTSO4 in the

event of a leak in the cell. The low vapour pressure of DTSO4 would make it difficult to
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recover the tritium through simple gas purging of the secondary containment but Mg

would facilitate this through the production of DTO vapour and DT.

4. TEST PROGRAM

4.1 Program Plan

A defined program plan was developed by SCK/CEN for the experimental installation to

demonstrate the performance of their electrolysis cell design with highly tritiated water.

In addition to the performance testing, a series of decommissioning and post-operational

activities were jointly developed to provide information on the condition of the cell

construction materials following the test phase. This was to provide important

information on the long-term integrity of a cell operating in a tritium environment.

Although the originally conceived program plan was not achieved, the defined testing

program and the selected decommissioning procedures and post-operational activities

that were to be performed after tritium testing are recorded here.

4.2 Testing Phase

The SCK/CEN developed an original qualification testing program which included
commissioning the electrolysis cell and the integrated test loop with non-tritiated D.,0

and some low-activity tritiated water, leading to finally operating the loop in two test

campaigns, each of 1000-h duration, with a maximum tritiated water specific activity of

37 TBq/mL. Throughout each of these campaigns, the cell could either be idle, that is, in

contact with the electrolyte but no current passing through, or operational. Each

campaign was proposed to have a period of 200 h of continuous operation of the cell.

The details of conducting the proposed testing were then developed jointly by SCK/CEN

and AECL to meet safety and program requirements.

The addition of tritium to the experimental loop was planned to be carried out in a staged
manner, following successful commissioning of the loop with non-tritiated D2O. Within

each defined stage of tritium activity, the tritium would be added step-wise to allow time

for operation with the increased tritium level and early identification of any potential

problems prior to reaching the maximum concentration of the current stage and, finally,

of the test program. Three concentration phases were selected: the first at 1.5 TBq/mL;

one of medium activity, 3.7 TBq/mL; and finally the maximum inventory of 37 TBq/mL.



Owing to technical modifications required during the experimental program and the
resulting technical and financial constraints of the project, the test program was limited to
testing with non-tritiated D2O for a period of continuous operation believed sufficient to

demonstrate acceptable performance of the cell and capillary electrolysis technology.

4.3 Decommissioning

In outlining and developing the decommissioning activities, the basic intent was to return
to operation of the cell with non-tritiated D2O as a method of recovering the tritium and

decontaminating the cell. Following completion of the test program, the DT line from the

cell would be redirected from the recombiner loop to a uranium storage bed located on

the Tritium Handling Apparatus, where the volume, isotopic composition and total

tritium being returned could be determined. The DT removed would be replaced by D2;

which would be recombined to form D2O in the RL1 tank. The cell would then be

operated with non-tritiated D2O feed, with the downgraded DT/D2 being collected on

another uranium bed. These steps would continue until assay of the recovered D2

indicated that no further decontamination of the internal compartments of the cell was

occurring or that an acceptable internal contamination level had been achieved.

Depending on the tritium concentration of the gas being recovered and the total amount

recovered, rinsing of the system with non-tritiated D2O could also be performed to further

decontaminate the internal system to an acceptable level. This would be done using the

same procedures as detailed above for a potential failure of the cell. Once the system was

decontaminated to an acceptable level, the installed mechanical tube crushers would be

used to isolate the various process lines, and the necessary connections broken to remove

the components.

General procedures for additional post-operational activities were also developed to allow

the examination of the cell internals for corrosion. The low-tritium water recovered

during the final stages of decommissioning could be sampled and analyzed for corrosion

products. It was also planned to open the cell for visual and microscopic examination of

the internal components. This would require further decontamination of the cell canister

and the cell itself, in addition to the procedures given above, with detailed measurements

made of the contamination level. This could be done in a fume hood, along with the

opening of the cell for visual inspection. Optical microscopy of any areas indicating

corrosion or other changes resulting from operation under the test plan could also then be

done.
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5. TEST RESULTS

5.1 Cell Test—Phase I

Operation of the cell was initiated in 1991 May, with the O2 and D2 electrolytic gases

venting directly to atmosphere. The procedures for filling and operating the cell provided
(8)

in the General Technical File were followed. The operating history over this test

period, 1991 May 24 - June 5, is presented in Table 1.

Table 1: Cell Operating History, 1991 May 24-June 5

Date

1991 May 24

1991 May 29

1991 Mav31

1991 June 3

1991 June 5

Hours

3.7

9.1

7.7

7.0

3.9

Total 31.4

Amp*Hours

8.0

74

69

31

6.3

Total 188.3

This operating period was characterized by very unstable operation of the cell caused by

malfunctioning level probes, orifice blockage in the liquid-feed line, and a large drift in

the readings of the pressure transducers (the extent of which was not fully determined

until after this testing phase). Some operating data from this period are shown in Figure

8, where cell voltage and current are plotted as a function of operating time. As

illustrated, it was difficult to obtain and maintain the expected operating conditions,

-12 A at an applied voltage of 5 V, for any length of time in these initial runs. In Figure

8a, although a current of-10 A was obtained, it quickly decreased and remained at only

-4 A for most of the run with an applied voltage of 4 - 5 V. This condition continued

during the next operating period (Figure 8b). During this period, the pressure instabilities

caused by the drift in the signal of the pressure transducers also resulted in flooding of the

cell rather than capillary operation (the cell liquid over pressure was greater than the

specified 200 Pa maximum). During the run on June 5, it was determined that it was not

possible to maintain a pressure on the DT side of the cell. A helium leak-test confirmed a

loss of integrity in the DT side of the cell.
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June 3, 1991

15:07:12 16:19:12 17:31.12 18:43:12 19:55:12

Tims

Figure 8a

June 5, 1991

21.07:12 22:19:12 23:31:12

15:07 15:36 16:04 16:33 17:02 17:31 18:00 18:28 18:57 19:26

Tiro

Figure 8b

Figure 8: Operating data, Phase I, 1991 June 3 and 5, from cell in integrated loop
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When the electrolyte was changed during this test period, the drained solution showed

signs of corrosion (green in colour), later verified by chemical analysis. The loss of

integrity in the cell, noted above, had been caused by localized electrolytic dissolution of

the Incoloy material in the (cathodic) cell cover. Corrosion appeared to be due to a

combination of the following:

1. The existence of an electrical path for corrosion current caused by

(a) the unavoidable connection of the process body (cell included) to the 0 V

reference of the instrumentation racks, and

(b) electrolyte contacting the cathode as well as the cathodic cell cover;

2. The location of the current measurement device in the anodic circuit that connects the

anode with the 0 V reference of the instrumentation.

The cell was removed from the canister, examined and repaired with an epoxy resin

patch. Commissioning of the integrated test system continued with the repaired cell.

Prior to continued testing, the electrical path was modified by connecting the cathode

(rather than the anode) to the 0 V reference of the instrumentation racks and supplying a

positive voltage to the anode. Control of the liquid level was improved by temporarily

changing the control units used. The SCK/CEN undertook construction of a new cell to

be used for the planned tritium tests. During the removal of the cell from the secondary

containment, it was noted that one of the inlet lines to a pressure transducer was damaged

(partial blockage of the connection to the reference atmosphere). It was also replaced.

Appropriate operating conditions for the repaired cell were demonstrated during several
day-long runs, with the D-, and O, electrolytic gases bypassing the cold traps, chemical

traps and pressure control valves and vented to atmosphere. Methods to minimize cell

pressure fluctuations with the cold traps, chemical traps and pressure control valves in-

line were determined, and complete computer control of the cell operation successfully

demonstrated. During this test period, with the secondary containment of the cell

removed, the pressure transducers were able to provide the necessary, stable pressure

control.

Operation of the cell system with the recombiner loop introduced additional pressure

instabilities in the system and fluctuations in the cell operations. At this time, this was

corrected by venting the space above the cell into the O2 line and operating the cell with a
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liquid overpressure of 200 Pa, the upper maximum originally specified by SCK/CEN.

The operating stability and system parameters obtained in day-long runs during this

period was deemed acceptable.

Analysis of the extent of cross-contamination in the D2 and O2 streams indicated a very

high level, between 10-20%. Subsequent investigation of possible reasons for this

brought to light unanticipated operating characteristics of the system. This configuration

of the cell system caused current leakage (-10% of the applied current) through the cell

body to ground, providing potential points for electrolysis to take place. With a floating

cell, that is, with the cell body isolated from ground by disconnecting the various metal

feed lines, and 100 Pa liquid over pressure, the maximum current level achievable was

1 A at 5 V. To operate within the design specification (12 A at 5 V), a liquid pressure of

700 Pa was required. These observations led to the conclusion that during the previous

operation of the cell at the specified maximum cell liquid over pressure of 200 Pa and

with the cell grounded (normal testing condition), liquid was in contact with the cell body

and was the major source of the current path, not the separator. However, this could not

be proven conclusively. Poor liquid contact between the separator and the electrodes was

also suspected. It was postulated that this was the reason for obtaining good current and

voltage characteristics when cell operation was started after the cell was idle for several

hours and the subsequent degradation of these characteristics to a very low

current/voltage ratio (e.g., 2 A at 5 V) with time. Washing the separator with various

concentrations of sulphuric acid and solvent did not improve the operation of the cell.

For this reason, testing of the original cell was terminated at this stage.

5.2 Cell Test—Phase II

The new cell constructed by SCK/CEN was changed slightly to make it less vulnerable in
case of flooding. Preliminary testing at SCK/CEN with H2O confirmed the acceptable

operation of the cell with the following parameters:

cell voltage: 5 V
cell current: 12.5 A
cell temperature: 12°C
liquid over pressure : 500 Pa
O2 in H2: 0.2 vol%
H^inCv 1.7vol%
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These preliminary tests were carried out with the gases being vented to atmosphere.
Water consumption and gas production corresponded to the theoretically expected values.
Bench testing of the new cell continued at CRL, with both H2O and D2O. Owing to the

still higher than desired levels of cross-contamination, modifications were made to the

cell to reduce the current leakage from the anode to the cell body. Though still slightly

cathodic, a resistance network was used to bring the potential of the cell canister (body)

closer to anodic conditions. (Corrosion problems could occur again if the cell canister

was anodic.) This change reduced the D2 in O2 to acceptable levels, though still higher

than the original specification.

Testing with D2O at CRL led to additional observations on the cell operating

characteristics. The voltages that had to be applied for stable operation at the nominal

current were high in comparison with those during initial testing of the first prototype

and, in addition, going from H2O to D2O resulted in a 0.35 V increase (going to DTO

would produce an additional increase in the operating voltage). The tests were therefore

carried out at 20°C rather than the desired 12°C in order to limit the applied voltage to

about 5.05 V at 12.5 A. Because of the possible detrimental effects of having to operate

at a voltage >5 V with DTO, the cell was returned to SCK/CEN for opening and rework.

A detailed experimental program was then undertaken by SCK/CEN of both the new cell,

which needed to be opened and tested, and a mock-up cell to improve the understanding

of the cell operating characteristics and design features. A summary of the changes made

and their effect on the operating characteristics of the cell is given below.

- perforation of the spacers (between the gas separator and the electrodes) to enhance

the wetting of the electrodes resulted in an -300 mV decrease;

- an increase in the porosity in the upper part of the gas separator resulted in an

-100 mV decrease and more stable cell operation;

- start-up conditions were modified to have sulphuric acid solution (30 wt %) in the

gas separator and the feed system for startup, resulting in stable operation within a

short time period.

The SCK/CEN completed 50 h of continuous working of the new prototype cell under
acceptable steady-state conditions with D2O prior to returning the cell to CRL for testing
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in the integrated system. The cell was bench-tested again at CRL and satisfactory

operation was confirmed. The cell was then welded into the test assembly but the

secondary containment was not re-welded on, to facilitate the planned confirmatory test

program and to simplify the pressure control. All electrical connections were re-made for

continued testing in the integrated loop.

Testing of the new cell re-installed in the loop, with the D2 and O2 product gases initially

vented to atmosphere, began in 1993 November. In this configuration, the maximum

current achieved was 8 A at 5 V, lower than expected. Closed-loop operation then began,

but difficulties were encountered with pressure instabilities and in obtaining a constant

feed rate. It was eventually determined that the low current and the pressure instability

were due to blockage in the feed channel from scale particulate in the RL1 feed tank, the

origin of these found to be from storage of the H2SO4-contaminated D2O in a Nalgene®1

bottle. Figure 9 provides data from this period when the cell was operated, and the

electrolysis gases were vented directly to atmosphere. Under these conditions, the

driving force is only the -200 Pa liquid level in the RL2 tank, that is, there is poor liquid

contact with the separator. This made it necessary to operate the cell at >5 V to obtain

the specified 12-A operating current. Typical data from a day-long run in the closed

system are given in Figure 10. The cell was operated with a cell liquid over pressure of

800 Pa (PEC-PECDT, Figure 10 (see Figure 1 for instrument locations)). As the run

progressed, there was a monotonic increase in the cell voltage from 4 to 5 V and cycling

of the system pressures; the reason for these instabilities could not be determined from

the system operating data. However, the overall cell system balance was maintained and

cell operation was therefore considered to be acceptable.

5.3 Cell Test—Phase III

Prior to starting this testing phase in 1994 November, there were various discussions
about the extent of the remaining testing program between all groups involved. It was
finally agreed that testing would be limited to D2O, that is, no tritium would be added to

the system. The test program was to be limited to an operating period with daily starting

and stopping of the cell (300 h planned) and then be extended to continuous operation for

a planned test campaign of 300 h in this operating mode. Cell and system operating

parameters and procedures used during this final test phase are given below:

J Nalgene® is a registered trademark of the Nalge Company.
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Figure 9: Operating data, Phase II, 1994 January 25, from stand-alone cell
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- the voltage of the cell canister was limited to <2 V above that of the cathode; final

operations were carried out with a difference of 1.2 V, a compromise between

avoiding corrosion and obtaining acceptable D2 in O2 levels;

- cell temperature 10°C;

- liquid over pressure in the cell <1000 Pa, nominally at 800 Pa;

- for start-up rinse the cell from the top with -100 mL of 30 wt % H2SO4 in D2O,

drain the excess and add -30 mL of 30 wt % H.,SO4 to the RL2/RL3 tanks;

- control startup in the closed-loop from stand-by mode by opening the added bypass
valve connecting the O2 and D2 streams above valves 19 and 20 (see Figure 1), and

downstream of the cold traps;
- operating pressure of the recombiner loop -106 kPa, with the D2 and O2 feed lines

- 6.6 kPa below cell pressure.

The runs carried out during Phase III are summarized in Table 2. A number of system

operational problems limited continued long-duration testing, but acceptable performance

of the cell itself was obtained during this period that satisfied the cell designers. A total

of 319 h of cell operating time was achieved. Investigations and improvements continued

to be made to the system in between runs, particularly to improve level control and to

maximize the run time between shutdowns. Liquid loss continued to be a concern. A

detailed leak check of the system was performed following the runs in 1994 December,

but a leakage pathway to account for this loss was not found. On returning from a two-

week Tritium Laboratory shutdown, it was observed that corrosion had occurred around

the current feedthrough in the anode (O2) side. The construction material, 42Ni-Fe, is not

compatible with sulphuric acid. The feedthrough was repaired and testing continued.

However, as discussed below, corrosion of the cell body occurred later because of failure

of the voltage balance system. It was decided then to end the test program.
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Table 2: Phase III Runs
Run
Identity
94.11.23
94.11.28
94.11.29

94.11.30

94.12.05

94.12.06

94.12.08

94.12.15

94.12.17

94.12.19

94.12.20
95.01.13

95.01.14

95.01.15
95.01.16

95.01.17
95.01.17.1

95.01.18
95.01.18.1
95.01.19
95.01.20

95.01.21

Operating
Time (h)

7.0
6.1
7.8

15.8

8.9

11.2

19.3

32.9

12.0

20.2

23.5
6.7

21.2

19.8
8

5.7
16.7

2.6
17.0
25.7
15.1

16.0

Comments
day run
day run
continuous run, feed sequencer activated the
shut-down procedure because of blockage of the
water feed
continuous run, shutdown due to high
electrolysis voltage (>5.05 V), resulting from V8
cycling and eventual lack to argon supply to
valve 23
continuous run, shutdown caused by unbalanced
gas pressures at the outlet of the cell

continuous run, shutdown because of bad contact
of V23 switch and associated activation of
sequencer monitoring status of V23
continuous run, malfunctioning of level probes
results in cell flooding, manual shutdown for
investigation

continuous run, automatic cell shutdown because
of operator error in leaving V8 in manual mode,
recombiner loop pressure control valve had to be
adjusted throughout run to maintain sufficient
pressure drop
continuous run, cold traps heated because of
suspected blockage of D2 line during initial part
of run; automatic cell shutdown because of lack
of D2O feed supply
continuous run, O2 supply to maintain pressure
at 5 kPa in the cell
good operation
suspected blockage in D2 line at cold trap inlet,
not confirmed at time of run, automatic cell
shutdown
system pressure dropped below 0 Pa because of
room temperature changes
good operation
suspected blockage on Oi line; not confirmed at
time of run
no liquid in RL1 tank
blockage on D2 line at cold trap inlet, automatic
cell shutdown

manual shutdown
good operation
good operation
automatic cell shut down because of high
pressure, reason not determined
leak developed in cell because of high voltage
difference between the cathode and cell bodv

Actions Taken

orifice in feed circuit enlarged, cell
drained and rinsed

cell drained and rinsed but no
excessive corrosion noted; regulators
added to better regulate the loop
pressure
cell drained and rinsed but no
excessive corrosion noted; pressure
drop increased in the recombiner loop
between the condenser outlet and the
inlet of the electrolysis gases
cell drained and rinsed, but no
excessive corrosion noted

modify sequencer to monitor level
probes in RL2 and to allow liquid feed
when delta P is less than 250 Pa in
RL2
replaced catalyst module with original
to reduce pressure drop in the
recombiner system; thus easing
requirements on pressure control valve

D2O loss from RL1 is a concern and
leak in system is suspected, refill RL1

wanned up cold traps and drained but
blockage not confirmed at this time;
later determined from valve positions

later determined from valve positions
that blockage had occurred
refilled RL1
cold traps warmed, drained and purged
for several hours; later review of valve
positions confirmed blockage

system operation terminated
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Data for selected runs are given in Figures 11-16 to illustrate the cell operating

characteristics during this period. Operating parameters are shown as a function of time.

The problems relating to system components and their effect on these cell parameters are

identified in the figures and in the discussion below.

Figure 11 shows the cell operating well over a period of -16 h at -4 V. During this

period there was some cycling of the voltage due to an automatic adjustment system to

limit the maximum voltage. As the voltage started to increase, because of poor liquid

contact with the electrodes, the liquid overpressure in the cell was automatically

increased in a step-wise manner by changing the set points of the cell liquid over pressure

until the voltage dropped back down to a pre-determined level. After -16 h of acceptable

operation, the level probes failed by indicating no contact with liquid when it was

present. This caused the cell to flood, and the resulting changes in liquid level and cell

pressure are apparent in the figure.

Figure 12 shows a long-duration run of 32 h with good cell operating characteristics. For

this run, valve V8, which normally provides automatic liquid feed to the RL2 tank, had

been selected to operate in manual mode. It was inadvertently left in that position

overnight and, when the liquid level controller called for V8 to open to allow more liquid

feed into RL2, it could not operate. The liquid level then began to drop (see Figure 12

between time 12-16-94 18:00 and 12-17-94 00:00). With the low liquid level in RL2 and

the inability to add more, there was an associated increase in voltage. This in turn

resulted in an increase in cell pressure, which eventually reached a sufficiently high level

to result in an automatic cell shutdown. The increase in liquid level indicated at —12-17-

94 00:00 is due to the pressure transducers being "out of range" at this very low level.

Figure 13 shows another operating scenario, which resulted in operating instability and

eventual shutdown of the cell. Good, stable operation was observed in the initial part of

the run. The RL2 liquid level decreased monotonically as the cell operated, until a liquid

feed was called for and liquid added to the RL2 feed tank (time -01-13-95 13:12 in

Figure 13), with normal operation continuing, as expected. Prior to this run, a

modification had been made to control the RL2 liquid level by maintaining the difference

between the liquid pressure in the cell (PEC) and the pressure above the liquid in the tank

(PEFT) at >200 Pa, rather than relying on the liquid-level probes. When this pressure

difference was reached, RL2 was automatically re-filled. At -01-13-95 16:00, there was

a sharp buildup of pressure in the system, which caused the cell to shut down. A review
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Figure 11: Operating data, Phase IK, 1994 December 8-9, from cell in integrated loop
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Figure 12: Operating data, Phase HI, 1994 December 15-17, from cell in integrated loop
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Figure 13: Operating data, Phase HI, 1995 January 13, from cell in integrated loop
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Figure 14: Operating data, Phase HI, 1995 January 17-18, from cell in integrated loop
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Figure 15: Operating data, Phase HI, 1995 January 20-21, from cell in integrated loop
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Figure 16: Operating data, Phase HI, 1995 January 21, from cell in integrated loop
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of the operating status of the system parameters on the logged data files indicated that

this was due to blockage of the cold trap inlet line on the D2 side of the cell. With this

blockage, the control valve on the O2 line was automatically closed to maintain the

pressure balance on the D2 and O2 lines. The resulting increase in system pressure

resulted in an automatic shutdown of the cell. The resistance heater at the inlet to the

cold traps was confirmed to be operational (temperature maintained at 5°C).

Figure 14 indicates a reoccurrence of this same problem, although the cold traps had been

warmed after the previous run. The operation of the cell was stable for -20 h and the key

parameters, as shown, were normal. When the cold trap inlet became blocked, the system

pressure increased and the cell automatically shut down.

Figure 15 indicates another long-duration run of 15 hours before cell shutdown. Cell

voltage, liquid level and cell pressure were normal until an increase in system pressure,

for an unknown reason, caused the cell to shut down. The data file indicates the correct

positions for the control valves in the D2 and O2 lines; thus blockage in the cold trap inlet

was not the fault.

Figure 16 illustrates the operating conditions of the final run carried out. As shown, this

was a very unstable run, and the key parameters varied outside of their normal range.

The cell was automatically shutdown because of high voltage (>5 V). At the start of the

run, cell voltage, RL2 liquid pressure and cell pressure were within their normal ranges.

However, RL2 liquid pressure then went negative (as measured by PEC-PEFT, Figure 1),

the cell voltage started to increase and, correspondingly, the cell pressure. Following this

run, the system could not be successfully restarted because of pressure instabilities. A

leak test on the cell system determined that the cell body had been perforated. The

voltage difference between the cell body and the cathode is also plotted in Figures 15 and

16 to show how it varied during these last two runs. This voltage difference was to be

maintained at <2 V to avoid corrosion of the cell body and to limit cross-contamination.

The run on 1995 January 20-21 (Figure 15) indicates that it was constant at the set level

of-1.2 V (cathode in reference to cell body at 0 V), except for a slight increase to

approximately -0.8 V near the end of the run. However, during the run of 1995 January

21 (Figure 16), the voltage difference was always greater than the maximum 2 V. The

sequencer did not alarm to indicate this abnormal condition, and cell operation continued.

As the run was performed overnight, run conditions were not observed by an operator.

From Figure 16, the perforation in the cell body occurred around 23:30 hours, noted by
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the sharp drop in RL2 liquid pressure. Because of the loss of gas and liquid from the

system, there was likely a pressure gradient, with PEC being lower than the system

pressure in the RL1 tank, thus resulting in a negative reading for the RL2 liquid level

(PEC-PEFT). Because of the loss of liquid, the cell voltage increases and eventually the

system is shut down.

5.4 System Equipment Performance

5.4.1 Level Controllers

The level-control system was perhaps the weakest part of the system and the source of

many problems related to long-duration testing. The system was based on the

conductivity of the liquid in RL2 tank. A reference probe was located near the bottom of

RL2 and another probe was located at a higher level, to serve as the low-level indicator.

The conductivity between the reference probe and the low-level probe was measured;

when there was no conductivity, the controller opened valve V8 and liquid was supplied

to RL2. When conductivity was determined, V8 was closed.

Continued operation of the cell in the integrated loop resulted in the water being fed to

RL2 becoming less conductive, and the sensitivity of the level control system was not

sufficient to determine if there was liquid present or not. It was thought that part of the

reason for the lack of sensitivity was the long cable lengths required to extend from the

instrument panel to the cell. Several changes were made to the controllers and new

controllers with finer adjustments were purchased, but they did not solve the problem

completely. Another problem occurred with the ceramic feedthroughs used to pass the

conductivity probes through into the tank. The feedthroughs became wet and caused

conductance between the probes and the feedthroughs themselves. This wetting was

caused by condensation on the ceramic in the humid atmosphere of RL2, resulting in the

controllers indicating that there was liquid in the system. Eventually, the cell would run

dry because of this error in indication of the liquid level. To stop the conductance across

the ceramic, a dc voltage was applied across the two probes and the water was

electrolyzed off; this procedure then allowed normal operation to continue.

The liquid-level control was modified in the final set of runs to provide more reliability.

The liquid pressure in the cell was compared with the pressure above the liquid, and
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when the difference between the two dropped to less than 200 Pa, valve V8 would

automatically open to allow RL2 to fill. This system worked well.

5.4.2 Pressure Measurement

The pressure transducers selected for the cell system were of the differential type and

referenced to atmosphere, which caused major operating problems because of the fine

pressure control required and normally fluctuating atmospheric conditions. The pressure

transducers were located inside of the sealed, secondary containments. Because of the

temperature changes in the room and the temperature changes inside the secondary

containment caused by the operation of the cell, there were large pressure swings in the

containment atmosphere to which the transducers were referenced. If the pressure in the

containment increased, the pressure indicated by the transducer decreased. This action

could cause the pressure signal to go below zero and all control to be lost. The RL1 feed

tank pressure transducer was located in a separate containment from the cell, and its

pressure could vary at a different rate from that in the cell containment causing additional

instabilities. An argon-purge system was installed to connect all the secondary

containments and maintain them at a constant pressure. However, because of the high

accuracy of the cell system transducers, sufficient control could not be maintained.

Using a differential pressure transducer between the D2 and O2 lines, between the D0O

and feed tank and between the feed tank and either the D2 or O2 line would simplify

pressure control. An absolute pressure transducer could be placed on the feed tank.

However, it would be necessary to ensure the selected pressure transducers were

compatible with tritium as well as H2SO4.

5.4.3 Computer Control

The data acquisition and control system worked very well. The system was flexible and

stable. The only significant drawback was that the control system had to be shutdown to

retrieve data.

5.4.4 Thermoelectric Heat

Nine thermoelectric heat pumps, installed in three, 3-pump arrays, were installed on the

cell to provide cooling to operate at the specified temperature of 5°C. One of the pumps
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failed, resulting in a loss of one of the three-pump arrays and a subsequent inability to

operate at the specified low temperature. This would cause difficulty when operating

with tritium as the secondary containment housing the cell would have to be opened for

repair or, alternatively, a higher operating temperature would have to be accepted for

continued operation. Also, with these heat pumps, an unexpected loss of cooling water

results in failure of the elements. A simpler, more reliable system to control cell

temperature would be recommended for long-duration operation with tritium that would

not require access into the secondary containment. Alternatively, higher reliability heat

pumps could be selected.

5.4.5 Recombiner Loop

Operation of the main recombiner loop components, the recombiner, condenser, and

separator, was satisfactory; however, pressure drops within the loop and a pressure

balance with the cell system were critical to obtaining proper operation of the integrated

system. A nominal 9.5-mm Nupro®4 bellows-sealed valve was included in the loop, but

a valve with finer control or an automatic valve would have simplified operations. With

the installed valves, it was necessary to maximize the pressure drop occurring in the

region of the valve rather than in other regions of the loop (e.g., in the catalyst module) to

maintain the necessary pressure balance. The temperature of the gas exiting the

condenser should have been measured to ensure an optimized condenser design. This

would confirm maximum knock-out of the water was occurring.

5.4.6 General System Layout and Components

The layout of the integrated system was detailed to allow it to fit into the available CRL

glove box, with the addition of two extensions, as described previously. The final layout

increased the total volume of liquid in the system and, hence, tritium inventory above that

originally expected (estimated 60 mL increased to -100 mL). This increase was due to

increased tubing lengths connecting various components and valve locations. It had been

identified that an additional isolating valve would be installed in the line to the RL4 tank

prior to adding tritium to reduce the liquid inventory by -20 mL. Essentially all sections

of the system were inter-connected in order to maintain the necessary pressure balance

throughout the system. This meant inter-mixing of atmospheres and the possibility of

4 Nupro® is a registered trademark of the Swagelok Co.
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liquid condensation in all parts of the system. Connections broken in various regions

indicated liquid hold-up in the horizontal tubes and, of most significance, in the bellows

of the large Incoloy valves. (These valves were also installed in the horizontal position.)

This latter discovery was not made until disassembly of the system but the amount of

liquid recovered indicated this could have been the reason for the unidentified loss of

liquid observed during the test program. A system to handle tritium should have a

minimum amount of tubing, but there should also be a minimum amount installed

horizontally to limit liquid hold-up and the system tritium inventory.

Compatibility of the construction materials with cell operating conditions and with

sulphuric acid is critical for long-term integrity. In this installation, the cell body had,

unavoidably, to be connected to ground. In order to avoid corrosion (caused by

electrolytic dissolution) and to minimize cross-contamination between the D2 and O2

electrolytic gases, it was necessary to keep the potential of the cell body slightly cathodic.

If it were anodic, corrosion problems would occur, as they did in the test program

initially and when the voltage control system failed. Ideally, material selection should

minimize the effects of any upset of the voltage control/balance system; a method of

electrically isolating the cell would eliminate this need for critical control of this

parameter. Careful selection of H2SO4-compatible materials would still be required,

however. From this point of view, material selection for the installed system was
appropriate except for a current feedthrough on the cell. The feedthrough material, 42Ni-
Fe, was not compatible with H2SO4, and eventually a loss of integrity occurred because

of corrosion during the Phase III test program.

6. CONCLUSIONS

The operation of a low-inventory, capillary electrolysis cell in a tritium-compatible,
closed-loop installation was demonstrated with non-tritiated D2O. The design throughput

of 100 mL/day was achieved with satisfactory operating conditions of 12 A at 4.8 V at a
cell temperature of 10°C. The selected operating conditions also produced D2 and 0 7

gases within the acceptable design specification for purity, that is, cross-contamination
levels of < 1000 vppm D., in O2 and <3000 vppm O2 in D2. In addition to the testing of

the prototype electrolysis cell itself, the test program allowed the performance of many

auxiliary components in the closed-loop installation to be assessed for their use in a plant

installation based on this technology. Pressure control, liquid-level control, material

selection, and control of the potential of the cell body were found to be critical in
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achieving long-duration operation of the cell at the design specification. The cell design

evolved during the test program with changes being made to the separator and spacers

between the electrodes and to the voltage balance. Operating procedures and limitations

were also changed, and a number of design improvements were made to the components

and control system in the closed-loop installation to enhance the operation of the cell and

the understanding of its operating parameters. To advance to testing with tritium,

additional changes would be required to provide increased reliability of the integrated

system and to minimize liquid hold-up and tritium inventory in the system.

Although the system was not tested with tritium, the project involved the development of

a tritium-compatible design, an acceptable tritium-handling infrastructure and safe

operating procedures for normal operation, system failures, maintenance and

decommissioning. This experience, and that gained from the operation of the closed-loop

installation, can be applied to future system designs proposed to handle highly tritiated

water.
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